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Upward Bound
At USF, A Program Designed To Help
BY DIANNE STEPHANIS
Oracle Staff Writer
Frederick Dukes is a welldressed, soft-spoken 17-year-old
who wants to become a
neurosurgeon. Like most people
preparing for their first year at
college, he is. filled with eagerness and anticipation for what his
freshman year will hold.

But unlike the majority of.
youths ready to enter college,
Fred has no high school diploma.
His high school career ended
abruptly at the end of his junior
year, when he took the Florida
Twelfth Grade Test and received
a score far in excess of the State
University ·system's minimum
requirement <300 l for incoming
freshmen.
TWO YEARS ago, as a
struggling first-year student at
King High School, in Tampa
Fred had trouble visualizing an
end to his high school studies. In

March 1972, however, his
counselor at King, ·· Elizabeth
Taylor, became impressed with
his potential for academic
achievement and recommended
that he enroll in USF's Project
Upward Bound <PUB> program.
PUB is
"a
pre-college·
preparatory program designed
for students who may have been
disadvantaged economically or
socially, to assist them in
developing skills in fu9damental
courses and to enable them to
enroll in an institute of higher
learning," Richard Pride, PUB
director , said.
There are two parts to the
program, which is funded by a
grant from HEW and "a share of
cost from USF." During the
school year, underpriveleged
youths may attend tutoring
sessions each Saturday, to improve their skills in basic subjects such as math, English and
reading.

thursday's

DUHil\"G THE summer, PUB
sponsors a residential program to
enable high school sophomores
and juniors to live on-campus at
USF and to take part in a complete program of academic and
social enrichment. The six-week
program currently involves 130
students, who receive tutoring
from high school teachers as well
as from university students and
professors.
Aside from the academic
program, the students have field
trips and recreation activities to
fill their spare time. The
University of Miami, Florida
Memorial College and Eckerd
College recently sent over 200
people to USF to participate in
the activities and to learn from
the program, Pride said.
Fred's enthusiasm for the
extracurricular activities seems
to exceed his desire to talk about
his school work, but he did stress
positivt!\y that he is going to
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Frederick Dukes
become a neurosurgeon--and a
good one, at that.
ms BA('KGHOUND fulfills all
of PUB's "disadvantagement"
prerequisites. Brought up in the
heart of Tampa's ghetto area by
an adopted mother, Annie Dukes,
Fred had to move to a Group
Home in Seffner after Mrs.
Dukes' death last year.
"I don't call it home," Fred
said. Because of his distaste for
life in Seffner and his lack of
relatives, he said he will be
especially happy to become involved in USF's academic and
social atmosphere in September.
While Fred is definitely an
unusual youth--rising fr.om ex-·
treme poverty and social
deprivation to total integration
within PCB 's philosophical

Dick Pride
framework <"I make friends
easily"l--his case is not unusual
for PUB.
THE PHO.JEC'T, which involves 25 high schools in
Hillsborough, Polk, Manatee and
Sarasota counties, has had "a
number of kids who've shown
improvement like Fred's," Pride ·
said. Some of the schools to
which PUB students. have gone
are Yale, Massachusetts Institute of Technology <MITl and
the University of Chicago.
"Once the students have
fulfilled their end of the
program's requirements'', Pride
said, "the colleges , are .· duty
bound-though not obligated-to
support them with federal
funds."

Says lt·'s "Misunderstanding'

UP Officer Busted, Suspended
BY GARY HACKNEY
AND BOB FIALLO
Oracle Staff Writers
A University Police <UP) officer says his arrest Monday on
charges of grand larceny and
passing worthless checks is a
"big misunderstanding" and he
has receipts "to prove it."
Officer Norris D. Morrow, 32,

was called in and arrested at UP
headquarters by officers from
the Tampa Police Department
<TPD l and the Hillsborough
County Sheriffs Department at
4:55 p.m. Police said the charges
were in connection with Morrow
allegedly writing a bad check to
pay rental fee for the month of
January on a television and

allegedly failing to return the set
to United Rent-All, 804 S. Dale
Mabry.
MOHHOW WAS released a few
hours after booking at TPD, when
$1500 bond was posted.
Yesterday Morrow showed The
Oracle receipts . for rental
payments for the months of
February, March, April and May

Budget largest Ever
BY MIKE AH.CHER

Oracle Staff Writer
USF was allocated the largest
budget in it's history Tuesday at
the Council of Presidents meeting
in Tallahassee, <\CCording to Ken
.Boutwell, Board of Regents' vice
chancellor for Administrative
J\ffairs.
Boutwell said yesterday USF
got a total of :34.5 million dollars
to operate during the fiscal year
rJuly 1-June 30l 1973-74, an increase of 2 million-plus over last
year·s $:l2,266,199.
BOl.T\\'ELL SAID Mackey
objected to parts of USF's
budget. saying the University
1wcdet! addi tiona 1 funds in
seH'ral areas.
"He had something to say about
nearly every part of the USF
allocation ... Boutwell said. "But
it's nothing unusual for university presidents to feel the need for
more money.··
.\dminist rative Assistant .Joe
Busta. \rho accompanied Mackey
to the nwcting. said one are~1
\I IH'J'(' l\lackey said USF needed
1iHirt' moncy was transportation
for l "SF facult~· traveling back
;ind forth dail~· to St. Petersburg,
lo tl'ach ;it the Ba~· Campus.
Bust;i said llH'J'(' \\'as also
t'omTrn ;ihout the rPal valut• of
till' ;ipparl'nt :! million dollar
innt-:isl' in Yil'\\' of inflation and
t'\JH'l"t(•d l'il'ctrical po\\'Pr rate
liikl's. \\'liit"h lw s;iid. "rnulcl
t•;isil~· t;ikt• ;11ra:-- \I h;if looks like

additional funds."
The state legislature will hear
requests for additional funds by
universities beginning July 25th,
Busta said. USF is slated to go
before the hearings July 26.

He said Dr. Donn Smith, dean
of the College of Medicine, will
make the trip to Tallahassee with
Mackey to request additional
money for USF's new Medical
Center .

and indicated he had no
knowledge of the bad January
check. Morrow rhetorically
asked why he would pay four
months rental if he was trying to
steal the set or "skip out on the
rent payments."
"This was all a big misunderstanding," Morrow said. "The
man at the rental place said he
was not going to press charges.
They're reimbursed on the
money and they have the set
back. As far as they're concerned, the matter is over."
HOWEVER, TAMPA Police
Detective .J.E. Maring said the
company may request that
charges be dropped, but the final
decision would come from the
state attorney's office "and
they're definitely not going to
drop the charges." Maring also

"The man at the rental
place said he was not going
to press charges. They're
reimbursed on the money
and they have the set back.
As far as they're concerned, the matter is
over."
-Morrow
said that no request had been
made by the company as of last
night.
Director of Public Safety and
Security Jack Preble said
Morrow, with UP since since
November 1971, was suspended
without pay "pending trial"
adding that re-hire would "be up
to the administration."
Continued on Page IO

Hit-And-Run Suspect Former Student
BY ANNE LAUGHLIN
Oracle Staff Writer
The husband of a USF clerk typist was
charged with first degree murder
yesterday in the hit-and-run death of two
young sisters.
Raymond McMahon, a former USF
student, is charged with the death of
Hoxanne Caton, 13, and Rabyn Caton, 5, of
7218 N. Highland Ave. in Tampa.
TllE llIT-AND-HUN occured Saturday
night when a car intentionally circled the
block where the children were walking,
and hit the children. The body of the oldest
girl was picked up and put in the car by the
driver, before he drove away, according to
State Attorney E.G. Salcines.
Habyn died early Monday and Hoxanne 's body was found in a field several
miles from the scene, four hours after her
sister's death. Curtis Caton. the twelve
year old brother, sufferPd minor injuries.
Linda M('Mahon, wifP of the suspect,
was descrilH'rl as hcing
"upset,·· by
('}J('ryl King, fiscd assist;1n( in llSF's
l,.i 11;11H·c and 1\ccoun ting I kp;1 rlmcn L
"Siii,. S.\ID slH' wanll'd to t;1kt· it ;1 d;iy

at a time to see how things work," King
said. "There was no hint of her being
afraid that her husband would come back
to get her."
"With the scientific proof we have and
with the identification from witnesses, we
are certain this (McMahon) is the
suspect," Salcines said.
The 31-year-old McMahon served prison
time in Georgia for kidnaping, parole
violation and battery. A charge of drug
possession brought against him was
dropped.
McMAHON \VAS a Qtr. 3 Religious
Studies major and one-time member of the
Karate Club. He was one of the few people
to fail the club's entrance examination
according to Dr. Fred Zerla, a member of
the Karate Club.
Major Buck Salter, a former club instructor, said McMahon was a "self-styled
expert."
"He was a shy type, withdrawn," Salter
said. "After he failed the test, he joined
another group and got a black belt.
Probably from a Hice Krispies box."
SaltPr said fVlclVlahnn had opened up his

own karate school in Sulphur Springs.
"WOMEN MOSTLY went to it for a selfdefense kind of thing," Salter said. '.'It
failed. If a black-belt can be likened to a
PhD then McMahon was a junior high
student."
McMahon changed his major from
philosophy to religious studies while at
USF. Although at a previous school,
Toccoa Falls Bible College, he carried a
3.0 average, at USF his GPR was 1.8 at its
highest.
McMahon was described as 5-8 and 150
pounds with dark brown hair pulled back
behind his ears.
"llE WOHE A chin mustache," Salter
said.
McMahon had worked at Hillsborough
County Hospital since about 1970 as a chief
inhalation therapist. A week ago he applied for a job with Ambulances, Inc.
McMahon was convicted of kidnaping a
sevcn··year-old girl in Georgia in Hl59. He
was paroled after serving only three years
of a 12 year prison sentence. Police have
alerted authorities in other states to watch
for McMahon.
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Nixon Veto Expected

ongress

Pas.ses Power Resolution-----..

\VASHINGTON (UPI l -The House. o\'er the threat of a \'elo by
President Nixon. passed landmark legislation yesterday night
to limit the President's powers to wage war.
The resolution was approved after all amendments to satisfy
Nixon's objections were turned back. But the margin of victory
was far short of the two-thirds majority it will take to override
Nixon ·s now certain veto. so it is doubtful the bill will become
law in this session.
The war powers resolution was a product of the long. furious
debate betWPf'n war critir:s in Congress and two U.S. Presidents
over their authority to involve the United States in the war in
Indochina.

The measure would require a President to obtain
congressional appro\'al within 120 days if he sends combat
troops to a foreign country without a declaration of war, or if he
"substantially enlarges" any U.S. 'combat force on foreign soil.
If Congress fails to approve the troop commitment within the
six-month period. the American forces would have to return
immediately.
The aetion. on a \'Ole of 2·H to 170, came just hours after House
nwmbcrs wcr'e read a telegram from Nixon threatening to veto
tlw measure.

the most serious threat to their
minimum wage bill and pushed
for passage of the measure that
would boost the $1.60 an hour
minimum to $2.20 a year from
now.

Phase IV Announced
WASHINGTON
WPil
President Nixon announced
yesterday that the current price
freeze would end Aug. 12 and be
replaced by "tough and selective
controls which would generally
limit price increases to cost increases."·
The freeze, in effect since June
13 on foqd prices, was lifted effective immediately to permit the ·
pass-through c ·. of
higher
agricultural product costs.

Watergate
WASHINGTON
<UPI)
Disputing the testimony of former Attorney General John N.
Mitchell, Frederick C. LaRue
testified yesterday his one-time
boss did not disapprove at a Key
Biscayne meeting the intelligence-gathering plan that led
to the Watergate bugging.
LaRue, a millionaire real
estate .dealer from Jackson,

Miss .. and a special assistant to
Mitchell in President Nixon's reelection campaign effort. will
return to the witness chair
Thursday in the nationally
televised hearings. He already
has pleaded guilty in U.S. District
Court to one count of conspiring
to obstruct justice.

Roosevelt
WASHINGTON <UPI> - Harry
H. Vaughan, military aide to
President Harry S. Truman,
yesterday
said
President,
Franklin D. Roosevelt ordered
wire taps placed on the home
telephones of his closest aides.

Nixon Returns
<UPil
WASHINGTON
President Nixon has shaken off
viral pneumonia and resumed a
heavy work schedule, the White
House
physician
reported
yesterday.

Alaskan Oil
GOP Deficit
WASHINGTON
<UPil
Hepublican National Committee
fund raisers, struggling to close a
$1 million deficit in the wake of
Watergate, have dispatched
letters to party faithful appealing
to them for funds to "keep the
party alive," it was disclosed
yesterday.

Miami ·Sued
WASHINGTON <UPil -- The
Justice Department filed two
lawsuits in Miami yesterday in
an effort to stop what it claimed
was illegal dumping in wate.r s
adjacent to Key West,
The first was a civil suit
against the city itself which the
Department said has been

depositing debris from the
municipal dump in the Gulf of
Mexico.
The second charged that three
developers and builders in the
area were filling in bodies of
water without a permit from the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Oil Refineries
WASHINGTON <UPil - The
government's antitrust complaint against the nation's eight
· biggest oil companies may result
in the firms being forced to sell
some of their refineries, a
J<'ederal Trade Commission official said yesterday.

WC!ge Hike
WASHINGTON <UPI l - Senate
Democrats yesterday beat back

Trucks Ordered Off The Florida Turnpike
f lorida news
briefs

TALLAHASSEE <UPI> -- Gov.
Reubin Askew said yesterday
that he ordered double-tandem
truck15 off the Florida Turnpike
during daylight hours for safety
reasons, effective July 1.
The double-bottom trucks,
considered a menace to traffic by
some authorities, cannot use the
Turnpike between the hours of 7
a.m. and 7 p.m.
But they are permitted to
travel between the hours of 7 p.m.
and 7 a.m., Askew said.
He said test checks by the
Department of Transportation
indicated there was no problem
with the big trucks during the
night time.
He said the new policy is on a
trial basis for the year.

Askew Unplugs'
1

TALLAHASSEE <UPll -- Gov.
Reubin Askew said yesterday he
never records conversations in
his office and disclosed that he
recently unplugged the "mike"
to a simple bugging device that
came with the telephone he in~
herited from his predecessor.
Disclosures
during
the
Watergate probe, that President
Nixon's
conversation
and
telephone calls in the White
House were recorded on the
President's orders, motivated
him to disconnect the recording
device on his telephone, the
Governor said.
1

The Seed'

Reubin Askew said yesterday he
has asked Hillsborough County
Circuit Judge Herbert Ryder to
conduct a statewide review of
"The Seed," a controversial
treatment program for drug
users.
"I asked for a review of the
seed because of the controversy
surrounding it," Askew said.
Questions raised about the
program by concerned citizens
need to be answered, he .said . .

Boeing Strike
CAPE KENNEDY WPil --The
Space Agency said yesterday it's
not clear yet what impact _ a
threatened strike by several
hundred spaceport workers
would have for an on-time launch
of the next three Skylab
astronauts July 28.
A union spokesman said about
50 of the more than 300 Boeing
workers represented by the
Floridan
Association
of
Professional Employes <FAPE)
had voted to strike if negotiations
break down, The spokesman said
the dispute with Boeing is over

moving employes whose jobs are
being phased out into the
Spaceport
Maintenance
Division, at higher salaries than
those now holding the maintenance jobs.

Pollution
TALLAHASSEE <UPI> -- The
Pollution
Control
Board's
monthly meeting will be held in
Tampa July 25 followed by a
public hearing July . , 26 on
proposed package sewage
_ treatment plant amendments and
sewage works rules.
The meeting will begin at 10
a.m; July 25 in downtown Hoiiday
Inn.

wtathtr
Partly cloudy through
Thursday with possible
thunder-showers. Winds to
mph, gusty near showers.·
Low in the mid 70s and high
in the low !lOs. A 60 per cent .
chance of rain Thursday.

....

Carriage Hills, a community of gracious homes
in Temple Terrace.
Phone 933·1043.

l;:qual Houslnj
Opportunity

Mekong River
PHNOM PENH · (UPI) - A
Mekong River <;onvoy with heavy
US air protection moved unscathed yesterday through rebel
fire into Phnom Penh. But with
the thre it to the capital increasing the government began ·
evacuating about 2,000 prisoners
from a prison 6.5 Jniles outside' ·
the city.

Ulasewicz
WASHINGTON <UPI> - Retired
New York City detective Anthony
T. Ulasewicz testified yesterday
he investigated the sexual,
drinking, domestic and social
habits of President Nixon's opponents .and other political
figures at the direction of the
White House.

I

Cherry Creek, . in the de·
sirable Lake fvfagdalene
area.

~

~

$37 ,600

Phone 933·l 043
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TALLAHASSEE (UPI l
Secretary of Administration L.
Kenneth Ireland Jr. yesterday

BUT DON'T FORGET GOD THIS SUMMER!

The Oracle is the official student-edited newspaper of the University of South
Florida and is published four times weekly, Tuesday through Friday, during the
academic year period September through mid-June; twice during the academic year
p~riod mid-June through August, by the University of South Florida, 4202 Fowler
Ave .. Tampa, Fla. 33620.
·
Opinions expressed in The Oracle are those of the editors or of the writer and not
those of the University of South Florida. Address correspondence to The Oracle, LAN
472, Tampa, Fla., 33620.
·
Second class postage paid at Tampa, Fla. The Oracle reserves the right to regulate
the typographical tone of all advertisements and revise or turn away copy it considers
objectionable.
Programs, activities and facilities of the University of South Florida are available
to all on a non-discriminatory basis, without regard to race, color, religion, sex, age or
national origin. The University is an affirmative action Equal Opportunity Employer .

CAIRO <UPil
Libya's
national radio said yesterday
more than 20,000 Libyans were
speeding toward Egypt in cars,
buses · and trucks, carrying·
petitions . written in blood that.
demanded complete union bet- ·
ween the two countries by Sept. 1.

3 and 4 bedrooms prked from

Pay Boost

For a worship experience that is just a little bit different, come
to CHRIST CHAPEL (close to USF-on Skipper Road at
Livingston Avenue) this Sunday Morning at 11:00 o'clock.
*Biblical Perspective
*Interfaith Emphasis
*USF Guitarist
*Casual Dress

Blood Petition

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

Reelection?
TALLAHASSEE <UPll ,-- Gov.
Reubin Askew says he has ruled
out running for higher office in
1974, but has a "very strong inclination" to seek reelection as
governor, although he has not
picked a running mate to replace
Lt. Gov. Tom Adams.
·

TALLAHASSEE <UPll -- Gov.

~

submitted a bottom-heavy $29
million state ·employe pay raise
package to the Federal Office of
Wage stabilization for routine
approval.
The pay boosts, effective July
1, will be shown in state pay
checks Aug. 1. Merit increases,
not included in the $29 million
package, will be awarded during
the fiscal year based on annual
performance evaluations of individual employees.

WASHINGTON
<UPI)
Congressional backers of a 789m ile Alaska oil pipeline failed
yesterday in an effort to speed
House action on a pipeline bill
similar to one approved by the
Senate Tuesday.

I·

I

I

EI

.

THINK BIG
WHILE PRICES
ARE SMALL
at
SLIK CHIK
NEW HOURS
10-6 Mon.-Thurs.
10-8 Friday .
10024 N. 30th St.
971-2494

·-·.
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But Has Fewer Fringe Benefits

Macke y's Pay Exceeds Askew 's
BY MIKE ARCHER

Oracle Staff Writer
USF Pres. Cecil Mackey 's
salarv is $2,862 more than that of
Florida Governor Reubin Askew,
according to figures relea sed this
week by the Board of Regents
!BORl.
Figures indicate that the
salaries of University of Florida
President Stephen O'Connell and
Florida
State
University
President Stanley Marshall also
exceed Askew 's $40,000 a year
salary.
IIOWEVEH, BILL Thelan,
personnel officer at the Governor's Office in Tallahassee, said
Askew's salary doesn 't include

pr e requisites
! add ition a l
he ncfitsl given to all Florida
governors . Thelan said the
prerequisites includ e a mansion ,
two automobiles , servants, a
security force , "and other
things ."
Mackey's curr e nt rate is
$42,862, O'Connell 's is $45,987,
and Marshall's is $42,:~62, a BOR
spokesman said.
Wh en Mackey came to USF in
February of 1971 his sa lary was
$41 ,:362, the same rate paid to
USr"s acting-president, Harris
Dean, and $11,:l62 more than the
1\J70 salary of John Allen, USF
president from 1957 to 1970.
IWT WillLE Allen 's salary is

Task Force Eyes
Confiden tial Info
BY LINDA HLIMANN

Oracle Starr Writc1·
A task force appointed by the nine state university
presidents will meet in Tallahassee tomorrow to make
recommendations on the contents of university personnel
fil es.
The task force will determine what information should be
kept confidentia l. It ma y also recommend that some information be eliminated from the files , John Weicherding ,
USF's r epresentative, said.
CLIRRENTLY. personnel files contain job applications,
appointment papers, recommendations , resumes and performance evaluations. Miscellaneous items such as letters
criticizing an employe , a nd complaints and inquiries from
creditors are also in the files.
Under a recent ruling by State Attorney General Robert
Shevin all qualifi cation-related information in the files must
be open to the publi c. However, the " limited access" section
of the recently-passed Education Omnibus bill allows performance evaluations to be kept confidential.
\VEICHERDING says he would like the following information kept confidential or removed from the files
completely:
l.l--Student evaluations of faculty. "Some dissatisfied
students make comments that would be slanderous or embarrassing for the faculty. Most of these comments are
irresponsible," he said.
2. )--Faculty peer eval uations . Faculty members might
hesitate to evaluate one another openly if their opinions were
publi c information, he sai d. "They'd be crazy if they did. It's
too easy to get a commun ity-wide reputation as a hatchet
m·an."
3. )--Police records . "They 're irreleva nt except in the case
of a n accountant who's been arrested or con victed for embezzling . Weicherding didn 't mention records compiled on
University Police officer.s.
4. 1--Anonymous letters and credit complaints. Even though
an em ploye may pl ace in his file a written explanation for the
letter or complaint. " it still looks bad on the record ."
Tas k force recomm endations will be given to the Board of
Hegents for consideration in development of uniform personnel files in the State University System.

Dolly Rose, USF Alumna,
Named Mother Of Year
Doll y Hose, a USF Alumni and
wife of USF mathematics
professor . Dr. Donald Hose has
rl'C<'nll y been named 1973 Florida
\lotlwr of the Year.
Hose. who received a B.A . in
from liSF in 1%\J and
\!:\. in gilfrcl Special Education
1n 1\171. is a member of the
Council
for
Exc e ption a l
! 'hi ldr1·n . the :\a lio 1w l and
l-'lorid ;1 :\s s ociat ion or ti!!'
l' s~c holo g~

Cill1·d ;ind llw

ilill sl111ro ugh

County Associ a tion for Gifted
Education.
She will begin he r third year as
a teac her of mathemat ics in
Marshal! Junior High School in
SeptPrnber.
Th e ltose's have two daughtc-~ r s
who g raduakd frorn USF with
B.i\. s in mathem atics and three
sons.
Two of the sons ha ve
r ec- ei vccl M.A. d eg rees in
l\'L1thernalies from l.ISF.
Th e
:-.:oungest son is a high school
senior.

!isled in the 1\170 operat ing budgel
as on ly $:l0,000 . the USF I3udget
Office said he received a n additional $fi ,5fi2 in perqui s ites,
including a housing allowance, a
servant ,
an
automobi le
a llowance, and a telephone
allowance.
Glenn Clayton, Admini strative
Planning director, said that in
1970 the State Department Adm in istra tion elimi n ated s late
perquisites
for
univ e rsit y
presidents . He said presidents
were compensated through a
large salary r a ise, so when Dean
took over from Allen in February
of 1\170, hi s pay rate was set at
$4J,:l!i2.

1
V1 bl ock west of fia . .6.ve.

Quality and Reasonable Prices
me our standard

Wheelchair Wheels-Repaired-R etired
Discounts to USF Students and Staff Co11ti nued.

and gO\·ernmcnt grant s a nd that
to tal assets as of last l\Iay exceed :2 1 1 million dollars.
"The Foundation acts as a
legal conduit for acceptance of
a ny private gift." he said. "The
only gift the President ha s
received that I know of is a Buick
Electra 225 from Hoyal Buick
Company, he gets a new one
every vear
A ~p~kesman for Royal Buick
could not be contacted by press
time last night. but a salesman al
Slone Buick, Paul Catie, sai d
Eleclras "run anywhere from
$1i,200 to $7,500." Mackey's car is
a lso equipped with a rented
mobile telephone

Officials Answer Tuition Suit

Work Load Too Much'
1

BY S;\NDHA WHIGllT
Oracle Staff Writer

lJSF officials have fil ed an answer to a tuition suit
by a USF student, claimin g it "is too much work for
them" lo com pute the number of students paying
out-of-s tate tuition beca use they have not been
Florida res id ents for a t least one year.
Jackson Boughner, attorney for Susan Weitzel,
had requested that USF compute the number of outof-state students with less than ·a year 's residency.
Weitzel 's suit ha d been returned by a Tallahassee
circuit court when the judge said a class-action
(m eaning more than one person was effected) had
not been shown .
BOll(; IINEH had made the request to lJSF in
order to prepare a suit that demonstrated classaction.

Student Affairs'
Coffee Hour
Set For Today

" They have fi led an answer and s impl y said it is
too rn uch work for them,'' Boughner said yesterday.
"They said I could come up and look for myself."
Boughner said University officials stated it would
require "800 man hours " to determine the number
of s tudents 'Weitzel 's suit may affect. If her case is
s uccessful , he said, ail similar students will get
th eir money back "automatically."
L.\IWY HOBINSON, University general counsel,
sa id yesterday he "will not discuss pending
litigation " or aspects of the case. "The record
speaks for itself ," he said.
Boughner said he is now uncertain what action he
wi ll take. However, he said he will continue with the
class action suit.
" I am turning over in my mind all the
possibilities," he said. "I will be filing something in
the next week. "

UNIVERSI1, Y BICYCLE
CENTER
RAJ,E/e;H

Student Affa irs is hosting a
USF faculty, student and staff
coffee hour, July 19 from 3: 30 to 5
p.m. in UC 255.
According to Student Affairs , if
the response warrants it, more
coffee hours will be planned as a
basis for formation of a
University Club.

"Franchised Dealer
SALES and SERVICE

J220 E. Fletcher Ave.
Open 8 :00 am - 6:00 pm
PHONE 97 J-2277

Right To Life
Talk Tonight
The Hillsborough Right to Life
Association w ill spo nsor a
discnssion on ''scientific information relating to human
developm enl--especially
a bortions and problems relating to
them" tonight at !i:30 in the
Tampa
Public
Libr ary
Auditorium , 900 N. Ashley St..
The discussion, featuring
s peak ers from the National
Youth for Life Coalition , will also
includ e
information
on
euthan asia and experim ents on
the retarded. The public is invited to attend.

• c... nalu·
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HARMON KAIWON (factory au1horizc1I), SLIMMER PRICE ROLL BACKS NOW--for a short time only
Hannon l\ardon offers a DECREASE--while others offer an increase!!·
MODEL
list
NOW
quanlitv available
:no A
WJ.95
199.95
·1
2119.9.'i
50+
2'19.95
I
m95
m~
3
100+
l:iO+

599.%
699.%

539.%
o:l9.95

2
2

This is 1lw FIHST and LAST priee roll haek h) Harmon Kanlon. TAKE ADVANTAGE NOW!!
fret• BASF tape jusl for rnmin~ in
ONLY AT

JACKSON'S BiCYClE STORE
l 14 Buifo lo Ave . Phon e 232-066
1.75 South to Buffa lo exit

Clay ton said t :SF s till offers
pcrquisi tes , but no longer to top
administrators.
He . sai d the
biggest items und er pcrquisities
now are uniform s and safety
equipment for a ph ysical plant
workers , Un ive rs ity Police. sales
clerks, and Health Serv ice
('mploycs. The Budget Offic e
estimates $2B,B97.:i7 will be spent
next yea r for thes e items.
l 'SF FOl'!\D ,\TIO!\ Director
Terry Edmonson said the only
additional benefit s Mackey
receives are gifts through the
Foundation from private sources.
He sa id the Foundation has
over fiO funds donated from
private individuals, corpora tion s ,

1·812 B11sl'li Blvd.

1

(5 hloeks

casl

of Husch Gardcus)

9BB-7059

OPEN
till
9PM
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Mack ey
Refuses
Comm ent

July 19, 1973
On July :!rd The Oracle ga\'e Pres .
'.\la ckey . and Dr. Carl Riggs . \'ice
president for Academic Affairs.
complete copies of an AAUP faculty
sun· e~· conducted this year. The
suney showed a marked decline in
faculty confidence in both !\lackey
and Higgs .
The Oracle offered to print any
statement either man had con cerning the survey. Friday. July G.
!\lackey said. " I don't plan to
respond. I don't think there's
anything appropriate for me to
respond to ." That same day Riggs
said . ' 'I'd like to. but I'm awfully
busy with the budget right now. I
appreciate the spirit in which you
sent the information over ." When
offered an extra two days to
respond, Riggs said he would try his

best to have something by July IL
Sl:\C'E TIL\T time. Mackey met
\\'ith Higgs who subsequently withdrew his offer of a reply. It appears
that once again Riggs must take a
blast under a Mackey-imposed
silence . perhaps the same posture
that led to the decline in the facultv 's
confidence in Higgs .
or
matters
Silence on faculty
opinions is not conducive to the
progress of academics and facultyadministration relations. One of the
major areas of dissatisfaction
pointed out in the AAUP survey was
the lack of communication between
!\lackey and the faculty. Mackey's
silence now certainly reinforces this
point.
Mackey must understand the
desire by faculty and students to be

informed of his views on the
University 's reaction to his administration. He has the power, he
must earn th_e respect.
l lSF MUST BE administered into
a top educational institution, not just
a smooth-running administrative
machine, staffed with "yes men .." In
Riggs, Howell and others Mackey
has well-qualified, recognized ad~
ministrative talent and experience.
It's too bad he doesn't let them fulfill
their roles. Many others with
recognized academic value have left
USF rather than be simply 'buffers'
or 'rubber stamps' for Mackey.
The Oracle feels Mackey either
purposely, or accidently, has shifted
l'mphasis from academics to administration . Hopefully, this trend
will not continue, for if it does the
future of u·SF looks gloomy.

[Editorials & Commentary)
• . Stu~e.nts ~topped:
•
Adm1n1strat1on Goes
There appears to be a concerted
effort on the part of USF's administration to widen the gap between
them and students .
The Oracle recognizes that SG does
individual
students
give
not
representation, but we feel it does
provide the collective representation
that is needed when dealing with the
administration. The administration
seems bent on polarizing itself from SG
completely .
rm . .JOE HOWELL, vice president
for Student Affairs , last week suggested that the state university Vice ·
Presidents for Student Affairs form a
committee to look into rewording the
section of the Board of Regents
operating manual that gives SG 'it's
claim to legitimacy . Howell's proposed
change will strip SG of its claim of
fulfilling the BOR's directive that SG
"shall" represent students . .Howell's
change would make it an optional thing,
saying SG "may" represent students,
apparently at the descretion of the
University.
ALSO LAST WEEK, Howell sent a
letter of eviction to the Student Finance
Committee, notifying them they must
be out of their office in the administration building by this coming
Monday . This is the only student office
in the administration building where
students actualy have input to the
decision-making process .
Howell defended his move saying it
would put SFC closer to the student

Housewife~
.
Editor:
I'm only a house wife with an eigth
grade education, but when I see things
like this in the papers, as you young
ones would say, "It Blows My Mind."
I see trouble everywhere in America,
and we go ·ten thousand miles away to
make some more .
I'm writing this to you, because your
generation is young and smart, and we
really need good leadership in
America. The problems my generation
has left you through our stupidity call
for courage on. your part.

Lament: Bombs Fall On Cambodia

(letters]
of a decapitated, disemboweled insurgent prisoner. The Government
troops · also ate the dead prisioner's ·
liver. The clippings pointed out the
. $2, 700,000 <$2. 7 million) daily cost to
taxpayers of US bombing throughout
Cambodia.

Gobbledeg ook _

Evelyn Marullo
Editor's note: Ms. Marullo's letter
was accompanied with newspaper
clippings showi'ng a Cambodian
government soldier carrying the head

accounts in the UC that it must monitor.
SFC chairman, Tony Carvalho told
Howell the move would not be
beneficial at all, but the eviction still
stands.
SFC is the only means students have
to informed information concerning the
Activity and Service Fees, paid by
students. Once SFC is moved, students
sitting on the Planning Budgeting and
Evaluation committee will have· no
source of information other than what
the administration tells them , on which
to base their recommendations for
·allocations of student paid fees.
MON l>A Y, THE administration
formally defined the boundaries of the
UC Mall. The new boundaries could
force all student uses of the Mall to
take place on the half of the Mall closest
to the UC .
IL would be far more secure for
Mackey to simply dig a moat around
the administration building; rather
than declare most of the Mall area off
limits for organized student use .
WHY THE i\DMINISTRATION is so
bent on pushing a conflict is a mystery.
It appears Mackey is determined to
purge the University of all student
input, on the theory of that students
should be seen but not heard. We feel
this is a bit myopic . Students should
have a say in the affairs of THEIR
university. Until Mackey finds a way to
have a university with no students,
students deserve some role in the
decision-making process.

Editor:
There has been quite a bit of comment about the recent Burger Court
decision on pornography. A story in
The Oracle suggested that some form of

censorship might be needed for the
SEAC films and the Film Art series. I
doubt that it is needed.
As I read the decision of the Court,
three elements must coalesce, i.e.,
come together. And in the decision, the
three parts are joined by the conjunction 'and.'
(a)" . . . appeals to the prurient interest," in the language of the day, this
means to be turned on!
(b)" . . .sexual acts . . . (that are)
patently offensive," this means to be
turned off.
Common sen,Se tells us · that there is
no way in which we can be both turned
on and turned off at the same time by
the same subject. But there is one area
of experience where this. happens --- in
works of art. Works of art (c)" ... of
serious. . .value." But to be' por-

ROBERT FIALLO
Editor
News Editor
Entertainment Editor
Sports Editor

nographic, the work should NOT be of
serious value.
For many years, I was a career civil
servant, working in Washington, D.C.
The term used there to describe 'the
official government documents of
confusion is Gobbledegook. I suggest
that the Burger decision is such a work.
H. Warren Felkel
M.A., USF, 1967
This public document was
promulgated at an annual cost of
$148,696.45 or 9c per copy, to
disseminate news to the students,
staff and faculty of the University
of South Florida. (Fifty-nine per
cent of the per issue cost is offset
by advertising revenue.)

LAUREL TEVERBAUGH
Managing Editor
'.ULL NOTTINGHAM
VIVIAN MULEY
LENORA LAKE

SUE ALONGI
Advertising Manager

Makeup Editor
Copy Editor
Advisor

RICHARD EVON
PAUL WILBORN
LEO STALNAKER

DEADLINES: General news 3 p.m. daily for following day issue. Advertising (with proof)
Thursday noon for Tuesday, Monday noon for Thursday. Deadlines extended one day without proof.
Classified ads taken 8 a.m.-noon two days before publication in person or by mail with payment
enclosed. Advertising rates on request,'974-2620, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Stories and
pictures of interest to studt>nts may be submitted to The Oracle in LAN 469 or the suggestion boxes in
the Library and UC.
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.---uC Ma ll Limits "De fin ed' ---BY :\1.\RIL Y:\ :\I. E\'O:\

Oracle Staff Writer

A surprise memo from Vice Pres . for
Student Affairs Joe Howell's office
defines and restricts the UC Mall and
results in the further removal of the
Student Finance Committee <SFC)
from the adm inistration building area.
The memo, dated July 16 and
carrying Howell's name, restricts the
" green area" between the UC and the
administration building that may be
reserved by student organizations from
the UC on the north to the second
sidewalk where the bulletin board is
located on the south.
THE EAST and west boundaries are
marked by the sidewalks running from
the east and west UC patios to the
second sidewalk south of the UC .
According to Bill Davis, SG
president , Helen Terrell, the UC
reservations clerk , received word from
Creola Ragan, Howell's secretary, that
the Mall limits had been changed.
Terrell then informed Davis of the new
ruling, and it's implication for the SFC
tent erected to dramatize the eviction
plight of the SFC.

.. What this means is that no one can
be near the administration building.
SFC needs to be near the Comptroller's
Office and USF budgetary information... said Richard Merrick.
Davis.
to
executive assistant
('IL\RLES IIE\\'ITT. assistant to the
vice president for Student Affairs,
claims he wrote the memo at Howell's
direction because. "it had come to our
attention that the boundary limits of the
Mall area are not clearly defined in the
Student Handbook ."
SFC was allowed to put up it 's tent
yesterday afternoon because the
original tent request granted for the
administration area was for a five-day
period, which did not run out until
Tuesday.
"There have been airplanes , sports
cars and tents full of radio equipments
all over the Mall. Now that we put up a
tent for the SFC they decide to restrict
the Mall area," said Davis .
DAVIS MAINTAINS that " their
<Administration l theory has been that
they don't want students in their office
building and now they don't even want

us in the area ."
Lillian Yorks. scheduling and space
coordinator and Space Committee
member. told Davis that the
designation of the Mall was "the kind of
thing that the Space Committee should
handle."
Davis said that he was told by Yorks
and "several others" that they normally define the Mall as stretching
between the UC and the administration
building.
THE SP A<'E ·committee did not have
the Mall redesignation on it's agenda
yesterday .
Later Albert Hartley, vice president
for Finance and Planning, said, "the
space committee doesn't need to review
the mall designation."
"Apparently Howell is not going
through the proper channels set up by
the administration," Davis said . "In
fact the memo is really a bogus one, it
was written by Hewitt and Howell's
name was signed to it by his
secretary ,''
ll(' DIHECTOR Duane Lake said he
had been told by Howell before Howell

left for vacation July 13 that a
redefinition of the Mall area would be
forth coming.
"They have defined what can take
place in the North area, I think they
should designate what can take place in
the South area," Lake said.
University policy states that student
organizations may request space
outside the Mall area for special functions by contacting the supervisor of the
building nearest the desired site and
completing certain other procedures.
HOWEVER, Davis said SG had spent
the afternoon "unsuccessfully " trying
to complete the procedure to request
space near the administration building.

"It seems that administration does
not have a designated supervisor. As
far as I am concerned the Mall
designation is an attack on SFC, nothing
more. USF has been functioning since
its beginning without Mall limits, "
Davis said.
"This is the kind of thing that happens here every summer," Davis said.
"The administration pushes through
something every summer."

Space Com mitt ee Vote s For SFC Eviction
0

BY LINDA BUMANN

Oracle Staff Writer

The University Space Committee yesterday voted to evict
the Student Finance Committee
<SFC ) from its office in the
administration building.
SFC must be out of its office by
5 p.m. tommorrow, Chuck
Hewitt, assistant to the vice
president for Student Affairs ,
said . The committee will move to
the second floor of the UC.
THE SPACE · Comm ittee's
meeting was closed to the public.
SG Pres. Bill Davis and SFC
Chairman Tony Carvalho were
permitted to present an appeal to
the committee, but were asked to
leave when the members began
to discuss the proposed eviction.
According to Committee
Chairman Albert Hartley, the
decision was based partly on the
recognition of a space shortage in
the administra tion building . He
said the importance of SFC's
function was . weighed against
that of other offices that need
SFC's space.
Several staff members of "high
purpose" have been moved out of
the building because of the
shortage of space, he said . Dr.
special
Mackay ,
Maxine
assistant for Women's Affairs,

was recently moved to the
Language-Liter ature building, he
added .
HOWEVER, THE Overseas
Travel Center, a private company that "has a contract" with
the University will not be moved
from its office in the ad-

He's indicating the
true
administrat ion's
intent: They want to
reduce SFC's function of
allocating the service
portion of the Activity and
Service Fees. This is a
purely political move."
--Bill Davis
ministration building because it
" is convenient" for USF staffers
who need travel information or
plane tickets for "business
trips ," Hartley said .
"As far as things important to
the student body, SFC is more
important than the travel center, " Davis said, "but whenever
they talk about space, they're
talking priority . The student body
obviously has less. "
Another reason for the com mittee 's decision, Hartley said,
was "changing function of SFC. "

County Okays Lucoff Proposal
The Hillsborough County
Commission has approved "in
concept" a proposal by Dr.
Manny Lucoff , director of
Educational Resources, to
broadcast commission meetings
via WUSF-TV .
In a Jetter to the commission,
Lucoff propo sed ta ping two
meetings a month. Each would

be edited to fit a two hour format
and shown the night of the
meeting.
A once a month panel
discussion or interview program
with the commissioners was also
included, according to Lucoff.
Cost to the commission for the
programs would be $24,990.

mooooo1JOO~

Campus Ta lent Night
Featuring
"Tara &John & Glenn"
Friday, July 20
Empty Keg

Saturday, July 21
9 - 12 p.m.

"llE'S INDICAT ING the administration's true intent: They
want to reduce SFC's function of
allocating the service portion of
the Activity and Service Fees,"
Davis said, "This is a purely
political move ."
The committee's decision was
expected by SG officials. Last
Friday Hartley said the meeting
would probably result in a routine
affirmation of Vice Pres. for
Student Affairs Joe Howell's
decision to evict SFC. Howell ,
currently on vacation , is a
member of the Space Committee.
Hewitt, who sat in for Howell,
indicated to Carvalho that he
would vote for the eviction,
Carvalho said .
"OUR ARGUMENTS fell on
dead ea rs, " Davis said, "I
thought there'd be a healthy
atmosphere--an exchange of
reason , but there wasn't."
Davis said no one on the
committee asked questions after
he and Carvalho made their
appeal. Committee members
were not even given a chance to
read Carvalho and Davis' letter
giving reasons why SFC should
not be evicted, he added .
Davis said Hartley told he and
Carvalho there was no reason for
them to be at the meeting

because the decision had already
been made.
C'ONSII>EHATION of Howell's
eviction decision was probably
put on the Space Committee's
agenda as a "maneuver by
Howell to absolve himself of
responsibility for the move,"
Davis said.
Davis said that the reason the
committee wanted to decide on
the eviction "in secret" is an
obvious one: SFC will not have a
chance to appeal the decision .
Pres. Cecil Mackey, who must
give final approval to the
decision , has indicated he doesn't
feel students belong in the adm inis tr a t ion ·building unless
"they are employed by him,"
Davis said.
CARVALHO SAID he has not

decided yet whether he 'll comply
with the eviction decision. "It's
important enough to me that SFC
not be moved and that it continues watching over student
Activity and Service Fees, that I
might not move out. "
W?en contacted last night,
Davis said he and Carvalho had
not yet been notified that SFC
must be out of its office
tomorrow .
"The move will be a complicated one. It could take a lot of
time," Davis said.

Bean Bag Chairs
Coney's Interiors
1412 W. Platt Ph 258-2131

lRE'S

Giant
Cold
Sandwich es

~
~~. ~·;;;;

~
~

Giant
Hot
CRISPY
es
Sandwich

·,f\

?IZ'Za

Corner of Skipper Rd.
and NE Nebraska
weekdavs 8:30-11
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Clones' To Offer Awareness Trip
BY VIVIAN MULEY

THE FILM will be shown to USF students free Sunday at midnight
at a special previewing at the Horizon Park 4 Theatres on W. Hillsboro
Avenue. The film's producer Paul Hunt will be on hand to discuss the
movie after its screening. Students must present their student IDs lo
get in, according to Sandy Horowitz, centinuity and assistant editor for
the film .
.Horowitz said he may also be at the screening if he does not have to
go to Miami to set up for the opening there. The film will open in
Tampa at the Horizon Park 4 Theatres July 27.
"The Clones" is "an entertaining film because it's a trip, " Horowitz
said. But it also represents "a campaign geared towards two things :
introducing the new world and explaining what it means and trying to
get the public's awareness," he said.
THE STORY centers around Dr. Gerald Appleby, a nuclear
scientist, and his search for a certain genetic duplicate <clone l, which
serves as a plot which could result in a world takeover . So the plot
ensues and the clone must be found and destroyed.
The film stars Michael Green , Gregory Sierra, Otis Young , Susan
Hunt and John Barrymore Jr . in his first film in five years , Horowitz
said:
Horowitz said the production crew comes from a highly experienced
background. Gary Graver, director of photography for the film, is
Orson Welles' chief photographer, Horowitz said. Fabian Tordjmann,
the film's supervising editor, worked on "Star Trek" the first two
seasons it was on television .
The film was shot on location at California Technological Institute
<Cal Tech), where cloning experiments on animals have been taking
place. Thus the film 's motto : "It may seem like science fiction . .. but
it's based on science fact."

..

For
Books

members Sue Powley, A. Joseph
Argenio, Joseph P . Bertucci,
Mendoza, · Michael
D·avid
Ostermann, Richard Philpot,
Thomas Dixon, Mark Lupton ,
Abra Bigham, Leslie Ann utley,
C.M. Reckeweg , Ian Johnson,
George Spellman, Merritt Derkle
and Rebecca Oscle.
Moss Hart's comedy, "Light
Up the Sky," a story about show
people opening a show in 1948,
will be presented July 27, 28 , 29
and 31 and Aug . 1, 2, 8 and 10 at

James A. Kemp, M.D.
Institute Director
UNAUTHORIZED CLONING IS A FEDERAL OFFENSE
GENO-CEREBRAL TYPE:
U dnlred, apeclal talent and profeul onal characteristics
are avaJlabte trom cells In atoraga of lha lollowlng lndlvldM
uals. Check one. Prices avallabla on requnl. •

SEX other
MlT
lnlt
lir•t
ht
I
2nd
I
3rd
I
The following are characteristics you desire Jn your child
(clone). Check eppropriale boxes. Please type or use pen.

,,

a sex

MALE

FEMALE

COMB.

0

D

D

.HT. IN ADULTHOOD:
0 TALL

DWT.

MED

0

SHORT

$61.00

0

SLENDER

$52.00

0

COMB.

0

$71.00

0

•coLOR OF HAIR:
BLK 0 BAN 0 BLOND

0

.COLOR OF EYES:
BAN 0 BLUE 0 HAZEL 0

RED

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

RATE
$73.00

IN ADULTHOOD
0 OBESE 0 NORM

I

$72.00

.GEN().f'HYSICAL TYPE :
If desired, phY11cal appearance can be
cloned from celle In ato raoe or the
lndlvlduals listed below. Check one.
0 a. Mick Jagger
0 b. Johnny Caraon
0 c. Orson Wellet
0 d. Burt Reynolds
0 e. Henry Kissinger
0 f. Richard Nixon
D h. Raquel Welch
0 g. Wiit Chamberlin
0 I. Jacqueline Kennedy D j. Kate Smith
0 k. Phyllis Diiier ·
D I. Angela Davis

1

..... _______________
"THE CLONES"

_________ """"''-----

Raleigh Williams, a student of
Everett Anderson, professor of
music arts at USF, will give his
master music recital Saturday at
8:15 p.m . in the Fine Arts Auditorium <F AH 101).

~P--

0

APPROVAL: DEPT. A

h, I, I
$<115
c, d, e,
g, j, k
$375

3

2

DEPT. B

0

(~7.JB)

DEPT. C

0.

SUGGESTED ALTERATIONS:
A. XM·21

'
''

'
''

0

B. JSR-VB

! STATlSTl:CA~
I

l

I

I

1

0

'' ''

D

c. U9Cl-1

•I
STATISTICAL
1
I
o
I

!

I
I

I
I

I
I

1
I

I
I

I

Ttlia form may not be reproduced In any form without the written
consent of Film-Makers lntemallonal. Order from Fiim-Makers
International, 84« Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calilornla 90211
'.>Copy ri ght 1973. Fllrn-Malutrl lnlemauon&I ReJus!no Co.
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Freshmen I Sophomores I Juniors!

REAL ESTATE
as a career

investments/property management/sales

If you haven't thought about it,
we'd like to give you some insights.
1. DEGREE NOT NECESSARILY REQUIRED.
The ability to get along with people is the paramount
requirement.
2. AGE IS NO FACTOR.
The average age in the Olson organization is 29.
3. INCOME HAS NO LIMIT
ANO BEGINS IMMEDIATELY.
All Olson first year men and womeri have earned
$15 ,000 minimum.
4. OPENINGS ARE AVAILABLE .
Expansio;i at .Olson & Associates has never slowed .
Thi s multi-office firm has a planned expansion rate,
_
creating openings daily.
5. NO EXPERIENCE OR FORMAL
TRAINING NECESSARY.
In fact, people without real estate experience
are preferred.
6. OLSON SPECIALIZES IN
WATERFRONT REAL ESTATE .
Working conditions are the finest. The customers
are usually more affluent, and a higher majority
of sales are made for cash .

Williams , a baritone, will
perform works by Bach, Handel,
Strauss, Wolf, Ravel, Barber and
Bureligh.

Raleigh Williams

For more information and a free brochure,
write or phone collect:
Personnel Director
12601 Gulf Boulevard
Treasure Island, Florida 33706
(813) 360-0855

.
.@
~

•
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FOR GOVERNMENT USE ONLY

a, b, f,

By many authorities' predictions, the above form and •U Its
contents may become a reality in anything from five to fifteen
yeal"I. For a terrifying experience In motion pictures see

Clly _ _ _ _ _ _ _ s.... _ _ _

AGGRESSIVE
SUBMISSIVE
EXTROVERT
HYPOKINETIC
NONAFFECTIONATE
INSENSITIVE

PASSIVE
DOMINANT
INTROVERT
HYPER KINETIC
AFFECTIONATE
SENSITIVE

I

•excepllonal aptitude In selected
profeealon. Plene apecUy :

8 p.m. in the USF Theatre.
THE PLAY, which is directed
by Carl Williams , assistant
professor of theatre , is cast with
C.M. Reckeweg , Thomas Dixon ,
Abra Bigham , David Mendoza ,
Sue Powley, Richard Philpot, A.
Joseph Argenio, Leslie Ann
utley, Mar~ Lupton , Michael
Ostermann and Joseph P. Bertucci.
Tickets are $1 for USF students
and are available at the Theatre
Box Office ext. 2323.

MOHAMMED ALI
LEONARD BERNSTEIN
FRANCIS FOAG COPPOLA
SIGMUND FREUD
ADOLPH HITI.ER
GOLDA MEIR
MARIE CURIE
BETSY ROSS
POPE PIUS (I - XII)
YOKO ONO
DOODLES WEAVER

PERSONALITY PREFERENCES:
check one position for each scale

COMB. 0

.INTEWGENCE QUOTIENT:
100-1101111-1201121-1301131-140 ABOVE 140
$620
$580
$480
$400
$320

..,..,

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ALBERT EINSTEIN
EMILIA EARHART
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
PABLO PICASSO
PLATO
HOWARD HUGHES
MARILYN MONROE
TOKYO ROSE
AMENHOTEP II
MOZART
NOBLE "KID" CHISEL

•inquire for additional selections

BLK 0

Raleigh Williams To Give
Master Music Concert

Admission to the concert is
free.

if th ere are to be two, three or more parents of tho clone,
a sample from each for the proper genetic combination
i s necessary .) Your family phy sici an can ta k e these
samples In a simple olflce consultation.
We will endenvor to provide you with th e combination In
genetic make-up most closely matching your specifications es set forth below. You should receive your clone
after the normal nine month lnMvltro fertilization end extrautero gestation period.

•

aPARENT(S) NAME(S)

34209

April 22, 1983

TO PROSPECTIVE PARENTS:
Congratulation s on your deci sion to become a pare nt.
We are sending this order form for your clone in response
to your Inquiry.
We are Indeed fortunate to live in the Nineteen Eighties
for, through science, we are no longer at the mercy of
mother nature when It comes to acquiring children. There
was a time - many of you may remember - when to pro·
duce en offspring we were limited to sexual reproduction .
In ordering your child (clone) 1111 In the spaces below with
careful consideration. Submit this form In trlpllcete to
the blogenetlcs culture laboratories of Pacific Institute of
Technology's medical school along with (a) The U.S. Department of Genetic and Cloning Control Certificate of
Permission for Parenth,0od, and (b) a sample of epidermal
cells of each prospec,tlve parent. (If there Is to be one
parent only one sample of cells are necessary. Of course

USF Theatre Department
Opens Summer Season
Three plays of controversial
and contemporary themes will be
presented this quarter by the
Department
USF Theatre
beginning next week with the
first full-scale production of T.
Dia11ne Anderson's drama ,
"Black Sparrow."
"Black Sparrow," which will
be presented July 25 through 28 at
8 p.m. in Center Stage, is resident
playwright Anderson's pei.:sonal
· response to last fall's newscasts
about returning veterans and
half-Vietnamese
half-black,
The play deals
orphans .
specifically with both a mentally
disturbed, black returning GI and
the reactions of his American
family as they piece together the
events of his stay in Vietnam .
CHARLES BRIGGS, who has
directed many productions including "Purlie," "The Zoo
Story ," and "Watts-Stax;" came
from his work in professional
theatres in to Tampa especially
to direct "Black Sparrow."
The · cast, which is jointly
drawn from the USF and
Hillsborough Community College
theatre ·departments, _ includes
Samuel Philmore Jr., Linda
A.
Francisco
Hamilton,
Hodriguez, Robbie McCauley,
(;wen Moore, Renee Franklin,
l{omello Rodriguez, Philip
Blackmon, Fred Gibbs and
:\large Downs .
"'Phe
SIL\K ESP Ei\H E'S
Taming of the Shrew ," directed
hy Theatre Department chairman Herbert L. Shore, will be
prest•nted Aug. :~. 4, 5, 7, 9 and
11 at H p.m . m the USF Theatre.
Tlw story of a tough woman
\\'ho finally submits to an equally
imposing man is cast with USF's
The at n• for New Hepertory

u

8'14• WILSHIRE BLVD .. BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA go211

Entertainment Editor

When Carl Shoemaker, head of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration <NASA> geological division, told a small film company
of the cloning experiments being done across the nation , Hunt-Card
Productions Inc . <the film company> decided it was time lo make "the
people aware of the problem ."
The result -- "The Clones" -- a film just released through FilmMakers International Releasing Company.

Appllcallon Number

PACIFIC INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
MEDICAL SCHOOL

CLONE ORDER FORM

• • If S

ume PUeSSOR
800K aN1CR

Floriland Mall
Busch Blvd. & Florida Ave.
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Arctic Life

Exhib it Outli nes Beau ty
BY ALICE llENHETl(i
Oracle Staff Writer

This litho~raph is one
. . •of 26 pieces of modern Eski1'to art on display.

rfilm far t
Al'STIN -- Mary Poppins -l :30, 4:15, 7:15, 10.

BRANDON TWINS -Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid

1.

-- 7, 9.
2. Wonder Women -- 7:10, 9.
BHITTON CINEMA III -1. The Sound of Music -- 2, 5: 15,
8:30.
2. Cries and Whispers -- 1: 40,
3'. 40; 5 :40, 7 :40. 9:40.
3. Paper Moon -- 1:40, 3 :45,
5:50 , 8, io.
FLORIDA -- Watts tax -- 1: 30,
. 3:20 , 5:10, 8, 9 :55.

FLORIL\ND CINEMA II -Day of the Jackal -- 1:30, 4,

1.

6:30, 9.
2. Paper Moon -- 1, 2:45 , 4:30,
6:20, 8 :10, 10.

HILLSBORO I -- Live and Let
Die -- 1,

~:15,

5 :30, 7:45, 10.

llORIZO;\; PARK -1 -1. Cahill : U.S. Marshall --1:30,
:i : 30, 5: 30, 7 : 30, 9: 30.
2. The Last of Sheila -- 2; 4:30,
7. 9:30.

Head Theatre
Goes Outdoors
Head Theatre will present fiv.e
hours of good old-time movies on
f'amil y Night , Saturday , at
sundown at the USF Riverfront
Park on Fletcher Avenue, east of
the campus .
Th e outdoor showings will
include the Little Rascals, the
Three Stooges, Buggs Bunny,
:\bbot and Costello, Charlie
Ch aplin . W.C. Fields , Laurel and
Hardy . Woo dy Woodp ecker ,
Hoadrunner. plus the Shadow,
who will be fea tured thi s tim e
on!~·.

:\ctmission is $1. Children under
free.

I:! arl'

The Hog;n ~f- - 1
1
Silver and Turquoise
I

I

I
I
I

I
I
l

HANDMADE
INDIAN
JEWELRY
Navajo-Zuni-Hop i
rugs, pottery ,
baskets, beadwork
2512 E, Busch Blvd.
- - <)~5-34~7 - - -

I
1

a. Cries and Whispers -- 2, 4, 6,
8, 9:55 .
4. Walking Tall -- 1:45, 4:15,
6:45, 9 : 15.
PALACE -- This is Cinerama -2, 5:15 , 8:30.

TAMPA -- Scream Blacula
Scream <starts Friday> -- 2:15,
4:10, 6, 7 : 55, 9:50 .

.TODD -- Double Feature -Sabena and Love Me Please .con ti nous showings from 11 : 45
a.m. with midnight showings
Friday and Saturday.
(Town and
TRANS-LUX
Country > -- Slither -- 7, 9. .
TWIN BAYS 4 -1. Walking Tall -- 2, 4 :30, 7, 9: 30.
2. Wrestling Queen -- 2, 3: 30,
. 5 : 15, 6 :45, 8 : 15, 9 :55 .
3. The Man Who Loved Cat
Dancing -- 2:45, 5, 7:15, 9 :30.
4. Cahill : U.S . Marshall 1:45,

3: 45, 5 :45, 7 :45, 9:45.

_J

art

who come from eight different
locations from Cape Dorset to as
far north as Repulse Bay in the
Canadian Eastern Arctic.

Sponsored at USF by the
Florida Center for the Arts, the
exhibition is being circulated by
Dorothy T . Van Arsdale
Associates of Clermont, Fla .
Most of the pieces are for sale.
Gallery hours for the free
exhibition are 8 a .m. to 5 p.m .
Monday through Friday and in
evenings during performances in
the University Theatre .

·yu highlites
..

TODAY .·
4 p.m., Ch. 10 -- Movie -- Joe E .

Brown in "So You Won't Talk."
9 p.m., Ch. 13 . -~ Movie Michael Caine as a cat burglar in
·
" Deadfall."
11 :30 p.m., Ch. 10 -- ABC News . Washington
Ease
At
correspondents gather for an
informal analysis of recent
political and social events.
FRIDAY
8 :30 p.m ., Ch. 3 -- Black Perspective on the News - Huey ·
Newton, co-founder of the Black
Panthers , is interviewed. ·
11 :30 p.m ., Ch. 10 -- In Concert
featuring the Guess Who,
Melanie and B.B. King:
· 11~ 30 p.rrt ., . Ch. 44 -- Movie -"Don't Knock the Rock" stars
Bill Haley as a top · rock and
·
roll singer ~
· 1 a .m ., Ch~ 8 -- Midnight Special
with Joan Baez, Wilson Pickett,
and Black Oak Arkansas.
SATURDAY
6 :30 p.m ., Ch. 13 -- National

Geographic -- "The Voyage of the
Brigantine Yankee."
9 p.m., Ch. 8 -- Movie -- Omar
Sharif and Catherine Deneuve ·in
"Mayerling."
SUNDAY
6 p.m ., Ch. 13 -- CBS News
Retrospective -- "The Silent
Spring of Rachel Carson"
examines ecology .
11 : 30 p.m., Ch . 13 -- CBS News
Special -- "The Mexican · Condrug
examines
ryec tion"
smuggling across the border.
MON'DAY
8 p.m ., Ch . 3 -.! ' Leonardo: to
Know How To See'; a look at da
·
Vinci and his art.
TUESDAY
8 : 15 p.m., Ch. 8 ~- All-Star
Baseball - c National League vs.
American Leag.~e;
WEDNESDAY
8 p.m., Ch. 44 -- Canadian Pro

Football -- Hamilton Tiger Cats
vs. Toronto Argonauts .

THINK!
How much Car
Your Money
Can Buy

ON CAMPUS
The
FEATURE
UC
Grasshopper -- Friday -- 7: 30,
9 :30 and Saturday and Sunday -8: 30 in LAN 103.
ST. PETE CAMPUS -- Bullitt -Friday -- 8 in the auditorium in ABuilding .
FILM ART SERIES -c The
Seventh Seal -- Wednesday -- 7 in
LAN 103.

111 JAZZIEST CARS IN
THE JAZZ PARADE
'67 JeepStationWag on
Automatic, 4-wheel drive

$1795
'71 Toyota Land Cruiser
Soft top, 4-wheeldrive

$3195

·This weekend only
Ted Ashfork~ formerly
with "Big Brother
and Holding
Company", former
keyboard player for
Janis Joplin.

New '73 Celicas in
stock!
'72 Celica
4-speed, radio and
heater

$2895
'72 Toyota Corona
4-door , Automatic,
Air conditioned

$2695
'72 Cricket
4-door, 4-speed, Radio
and heater

$1495

Appearing Thursday &
Friday & Saturday, 9pm.

Mi Back Yard
:

Arctic life is represented with
simple, stylized bea uty in the
26 pieces of Eskimo Art on
Aug. 10 in
display through
the USI<~ Theatre Gallery .
Dark , bold lines outline the
caribou , seals, smiling igloo
dwellers, birds, fish and halfhuman ; half-bird figures which
arc vividly portrayed · in the
white
the
of
contrast
backgrounds of the stone cut
·
prints,
FINEH LINES depict in
greater detail the birds, gulls and
bears of the engravings. In both
the stone cut prints and
engravings, only simple, limited
colors are added to the basic
black and white scheme, giving
the art a simple yet refined ap·
peal.
Beautifully smooth and sensitive carvings made of walrus
and narwhale ivory, bone, antler
and. muskox horn, soapstone,
amphibolite and many harder
stones, depict men and animals
and scenes from the arctic environm ent.
According to Jerry L, Bassett,
Exhibitions coordinator for the
Florida Center for the Arts, " The
Eskimo artist draws his inspiration from his daily life,
which <as isolated · as the
Eskimos are), has not changed
significantly since the dawn.. .o.f
history." The Eskimo is concerned daily with the hunt, and.he
depends upon his expertise for
survival.
BASSETT explains that there
is a direct relationship between
the Eskimo artist's work and his
"A superior ·
routine of life.
carving of a huge walrus resulted
in an unusual kill."
The collection of prints and
carvings, organized by Eskimo
Art, Inc ., represents the best
recent work .of about 20 artists

r

6902 N. 40th St.

~VERSITY
•

'

TOYOTA

10909 N. Flor ida Ave.
Ph : 9:33-6402

If you're good enough,
be a Navy Nuclear Officer•.
can
you
Aboard every Navy nuclear-powered ship, ·
there are officers from colleges just like this one.
The point is that to be considered for this
extraordinary program, you don't have to go
to the Naval Academy ... or join the NROTC.
What the Navy needs now are some very special
college graduates who aren'tafraid to find out
how good they really are. Who will consider
our extensive and demanding training program
(designed by the Atomic Energy Commission),
the most exciting challenge of their lives.
A challenge that offers an ambitious college
graduate an exciting future as a Naval Officer,
with his first assignment being a nuclear-powere ·
surface ship or submarine.
Talk it over with your local recruiter.

for more information call U.S. Navy
985-1010
Temple Terrace
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PE Courses Provide Diversity
BY :\IIKE K.\SZUL\
Oracle Sports Writer

Getting bored with the books'?
Willing to trade the pencil and
paper for a pair of sweat socks
and gym shorts or maybe some
swimming trunks 9 Then. take a
look at the fall schedule of
Physical
Education
(PE l
classes .
There you 'II find no less than 17
different types of athletic classes
ranging from water safety instruction to weight training under
the tentative fall quarter
schedule.
WITH PE NO longer a
graduation requirement, Richard
Heesch en, assistant athletic
director , said, "People who now
enroll in classes are interested in
a particular sport or want to
learn new skills in it."
Also dropped was the opportunity for students to take
skill tests in various sports in

order to obtain credit for them.
"'\\"e discontinued it (tests l
\\"hen PE \\·ent as an elective.
Back then . we felt that if a
student already had an ability in
a specific area. it would be
needless to require him to take
ihe class. Now we feel a person
should do more than that."
Heeschen explained.
llE S,\ID THE department
supplies the equipment for all
courses except skuba diving were
students must provide their own
mask. snorkel and fins , with PE
supplying the students with
tanks, regulators, and air.
Like skuba diving. life saving
has a prerequisite for students.
All students in life saving are
required to swim an untimed
quarter mile , using any single or
combination of strokes, one-half
the width of the pool under water,
and surface dive and touch the
bottom of the pool. Skuba diving

differs from Life Saving in
requiring swimmers to complete
a 600 yard swim instead of a 440
yard (quarter mile l.
Students can also earn Red
Cross certification in either life
saving or canoeing.
BEEFY \\"HH;JIT. lite saving
instructor . said, "I think we give
a much more thorough course
than the Red Cross does. We
require more reading. have more
lectures . and use different approaches and techniques. We get
our certification through the Red
Cross and since I'm a certified
Hect Cross instructor . what I do is
turn in the names of qualified
swimmers to the Hect Cross to get
national certification."

because I'm a qualified instructor . But this is just part of
ihe course. There are a lot of
other things we go into besides
that in teaching canoeing, but the
Hed Cross requirements I teach
are the first step towards
becoming a canoeing instructor ."
Prather said canoeists start out
in the indoor swimming pool and
eventually wind up taking trips
downstream on the Hillsborough
Hiver and other bodies of water .
llEES('llEN SAID USF's
popular weight training program
gives the individual a chance for
some input. especially in
deciding what type of program

the student thinks will be most
beneficial.
"It all depends on what the
student wants. He can build up
strength, enhance his appearance, or take a program that
helps his cardio-vascular system.
The student decides what he
wants and we give him the
program that will help him in
that specific area . After that it's
entirely up to him to follow
through on the program,"
Heeschen said.
He added, "We get a lot of
women in this program who want
to firm up or enlarge certain
parts of their body. And this
approach does do these things
with the proper use ."

Canoeing instructor, Sam
Prather, said. "We go through
the Red Cross requirements
when I'm teaching the course,

Improvements Planned
For Women's Athletics
BY LENORA LAKE
Oracle Sports Editor
The women's athletic program
will receive $5,000 more than last
year and Jo Anne Young,
women's tennis coach, said she
plans to use the money to im prove existing programs .
Last year the program
received $10,000 for tennis, softball, volleyball, basketball, golf
and swimming.
"The most important issue is to
beef up the programs," Young
said.
"FOR EXAMPLE, last year
golf got $200 and swimming $1,000
but we need to triple golf and at
least double swimming," she
said.
Young said she requested
$12,000 for the program but SG
Pres. Bill Davis said women's
athletics requested $20,493.
Young explained the difference
was between her request to Dr.
Richard
Bowers,
athletic
director, and what he submitted
to Dr. Joe Howell, vice president
for Student Affairs.
Howell recommended only

Jo Anne Young
$10,000 for the program but
Davis, in agreement with the
Student Finance Committee
(SFCl, wrote Pres. Cecil Mackey
and requested an additional
$5,000.
"I REQUESTED the difference
because of the huge disparity
between men's and women's
athletics," Davis said.
The men's program will
receive approximately $150,000,
Davis said.
Young said she had not
./

received any "official" word on
the budget allocations because
Bowers is on vacation.
"llE IS TO be back Monday
and we will be able to sit down
then and discuss it," she added.
Young said she will use the
money to cover cost of living
increases, travel money for
tournamerits and scholarships, if
approved by Bowers.
However, Davis said when he
and the SFC requested the additional money, they requested
none be used for scholarships.
DA VIS SAID "Misuse of the
money will influence how much
they get next year."
However, Young said it is too
late to recruit this year "as most
the students have ali'eady signed
with a school."
The money could possibly be
placed in a fund and held for next
year's recruiting, Young said.
"In order to compete we are
going to have to go with
scholarships," she said.
Young said the money will not
be used to hire additional coaches
for the women's teams.

Oracle Photo by Tony Molina

A Paddleball Tourney
is being held as part of the summer intramural
program. Jeff Oescher is one of 20 participants in both
singles and coubles play.
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SALES - SERVICE - PARTS

Cycles Are Our Business - Our Only Business!
ALSO DEALERS IN GREEVES AND DALESMAN

Autocross Competition Sunda·y
USF's
award
winning
Autocross team will compete i;:i
the sixth of a series of 1973
Council of Tampa Bay Autosports
Club championships on this
Sunday.
Registration and safety inspections begin at 9 a .m. on the
Gym parking lot and a tire
changing contest at 10 a .m.
Driving competition begins at 11
p.m. and timing will be to onethousandth of a second.
Danny Shields will drive his
Austin Healy in C-Sports class
and Jim Goetz will race a Porsche in hopes of unseating Shields
from his one point lead in the
series.
In the B-Sedan class will be

intramurals
Summer Softball
Everybody's In 11, Oracle Muckrakers 8
SAO 1. Folks o (forfeit)
Sigma Nu 1, Fellows 0 (forfeit)
All 4: 15 p.m . games were rained out.

Allan Adderley, Don Sahlman
and Bob Vail.

and Howard Duncan will compete ih the B-Sports category.

Shirley Torretta, driving a
Pinto sedan, will try to add
another first place to her undefeated record in the women's
class .

Practice and tryouts will be
held Saturday at noon in the Gym
parking lot. Team members will
give tips and instructions to
sportscar owners.

Craig Pearce, will drive an MG
Midget in the Modified II class

Spectator admission for the
Sunday competition is free.

today's world

1971-81711

Good, Fast Service,
is our way
of saying thanks

Monday 9 to 9
Closed Sundays
Weekdays 9 'til 6

INGMAR HER GMAN·s CLASSI C

The Seventh Seal

" Uncom m o n and Fa scinati ng."

" Wholl y Extraordinary." NEW

YORK POST

NEW YORK TIM ES

"Beautiful"

SATURDAY REVIEW

King Size Waterbeds
Complete waterbed
with frame, mattress, liner,
and pad-any size

India Print Bedspreads from $4.99
Environmental Graphics
Kama Sutra
13112 N. Florida Ave.
932-1069

7034 W. Hillsborough
884-2054

WEDNESDAY July 25
7:00 pm only

LAN 103

50c

Film Art Series
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Council Of Deans Decide
On No 0pen Meeting s'
1

BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Oracle Staff Writer
USF's Council of Deans
decided Tuesday "they would
choose not to have" any form of
open meetings, according to
council chairman, Dr. Carl
Riggs, vice president for
Academic Affairs.
"As far as I'm concerned, the
matter is dropped," he said.
"Sometimes it's hard to beat the
establishment."
HIGGS SAID "almost all the
deans spoke up and took part in
the development" of the decision,
but noted · no actual vote was
taken . He said the "only dean.
that said virtually nothing was
Merriam
<Kemper)
Dean
<Business Administration.")
When contacted, Merriam said
he thought "press information"

concerning the meetings should
come from Riggs . "I have a
prerogative not to answer any
questions I choose not to,"
Merriam said.
Joyce Wallace, staff assistant
to Language-Literature Dean
Philip Rice, said the deans
agreed to have all statements
regarding the meetings come
from Riggs. "Riggs wanted to
make all statements," she said.
ENGINEERING Dean Ed
Kopp said the "consensus" of the
Council of Deans "was that
people couldn't function" if any
part of the meetings were open to
the press. He noted the deans felt
their
was
"Dr . ·Riggs
spokesman.''
"I hate to get embroiled in the
thing again," Kopp said.
Riggs said the deans will
continue to meet in closed

Women~

Center
Sets Open Meet

Oracle Photo by Tony Molina

??
• •

The dark, flowing tresses of a
faceless, nameless girl on campus
display a beauty all their own, evoking
a Gestalt of mysterious content or
perhaps a Rohrschach of inner p:e ace. ·

The newly elected board of directors for the USF Women's Center
will hold an open meeting Thursday, July 19 at 8:00 p.m. to receive
complaints about the role and problems of women at USF and hear
suggestions for development of the center.
The directors, Windy Wechsberg, Peggy Dinkel, Pat Pettijohn,
Susan Ross, Eileen Bresnahand and Clydine Thompson; were elected
at a meeting of University women July 10.
Elected to serve un·til mid-Qtr. 1, the directors are responsible for
evaluating the most pressing needs of USF women, securing financial
support and opening the center by Fall Quarter.
"We want to be as responsive to the needs of USF women as possible
so our board meetings will be open to students who wish to contribute
ideas," said Dinkel.
Students may also give imput to the development of the center by
mailing their ideas to the Women's Center UC 438.

'As far as I'm
concerned, the
matter is dropped.
Sometimes it's
hard to beat the
establishment.'
--Dr. Carl Riggs
sessions, but he would "make a
better effort to communicate."
He said agendas will be provided
prior to meetings and added he
will answer questions after
·
meetings.
"ONE DEAN, who will remain
nameless, said that certain
wrong attitudes the press may
have could pit one dean against
another," Riggs said. He said
this "may" be done through
wording of reports concerning
the council meetings.
Riggs said the deans "considered themselves staff of
Academic Affairs," and wished
to maintain their closed meetings
"in light of the fact that I would
meet with you and since we give
minutes and agendas." He said
the council on occasion invites
"those who wish to take an
advocate position to appear."
"You never know how much
your own prerog~tive influences
a decision," Riggs said.
The deans decision will be
relayed to Pres . Cecil Mackey
"as accurately as I can," Riggs
said, but added he now considers
the matter "dropped."

Comput er Registra tion
Creates 'Few' Problem s
DIANNE STEPHANIS
Oracle Staff Writer
Only a small percentage of the
students who participated in
computer registration last
any
encountered
quarter
problems, Dennis Goodwin,
director of Records and
Registration, said last week.
Goodwin cited faulty instructions by advisers and lack of
clarity in the forms directions as
the major problems last quarter.
He said he anticipates similar
problems for the 10,000 to 12,000
people who will use the new
registration form before Qtr. 1.
"WE RELIED on advisers to
give instuctions, and found that
misinforming
were
they
students," Goodwin said. But he
added that the problems are a
result of first exposure to the
system, and won't disappear
until everyone gets used to the
new forms and procedures.
Two problems in the five-day
computer registration period in
May involved the "Time Block
Option " space on the computerized forms and the listing of
different sections of the same
course as alternatives Goodwin
'
said.
" The instructions were clear in
the Time Block-- or Unavailable
Class Time--sections," Goodwin
said. Still, some students used
BY

the section as a place to list
alternative requests, unaware
that the time blocked out
automatically overrides anything
else on the form.
THE SECOND major problem
seen in the first exposure to
computer registration involved
the listing of alternates to desired
courses.
Goodwin said that a large
number of students listed different sections of reqdred
courses as alternates. Only one
section of each course should be
requested, he said. The computs.
automatically
puter
students in different sections of
courses once their requested
sections have been filled.
Listing the courses twice,
Goodwin said, will prevent the
student from getting either
request.
Should a student receive notice
that his form was rejected for
reasons listed above or others , he
should still go ahead and pay his
fees and straighten the matter
out during this week's computer
registration period or during the

Bookstore wi 11 be
closl'd 011 S;iturdavs for the
summer
rt'lll;1i11dt>r of th;,
qt1:1rlt•r :1tTordi11g to .Jack Burns.
l>11ok slort' man;igu·.
l :C

l\1 'g11i:ir S:1t11nf;1;.· hot1r s will lw
1·t'st1111t' d for \~tr
:;q1lt'tllhl'r 2!1 .
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ONCE ALL THE forms from
the two computer registration
periods have been completed,
along with those filled out by
FOCUS students, they will be
processed together. Priority will
be given only to a student's
classification, not to his date of
registration.
The forms will be changed
somewhat before Qtr. III,
Goodwin said, to make them less
confusing to students as well as to
eliminate unnecessary information.
Goodwin said that the
elimination of the numerous
cards at registration time has
pleased him.
"The cards have really been a
pain to us, as they have to the
students," he said. These and
other inconveniences of the old
style of registration make the
computerized way seem a
definite improvement, he said,
even with the minor problems
encountered.

T-EMPLE TERRAC.E
CUT RATE LIQUORS

Bookstore To Close
On Saturdays
Tilt>

three and a half day registration
period at the start of Qtr. 1.

0 en .'Till Midnight .

· · · > · · : . 8448 N. ~6th Street

··· ··.

'

'

.. · Ope_n 'Till 3 AM

·tyrino - narrow white

with new 1973 white

for compact cars

f/'3.<14: $18.59
G78x14 - 19.20
H78x 14 - 20.00
G78x15 - 19.59
H78x 15 - 20.65
L78x15 - 22.25

Concorde R.adio.11 - built to
put on .American cars for
a safe smooth ride
BR78x13 - 29.15
ER78x14 _ 30.06
FR78x14-J2.18
GR78x14 • 36.09+

..

520x10-600x12-520x13
560x 13-645x 14-61.Sx 13
560x15-650x13-560x14
600x 15- all sizes • $14. 95
tax of 1.71 to 1.91 per fie. This is .
premiun1 tire bi.;ilt In Italy for the sports car
enthuJiott.
+Fed~mJI

Concorde - raised white lettel's
wide - wide - wider
860x13 - 27.55

GR78x15 • 35.11 f 6 0x14 - 33.05
HR 7 Bxl 5 _ 37 . 31 G60x14 - 34.89
LR 7 8xl 5 _ 39 . 29 L60xl4-40.96

Fede•ol Tax 2.01. 3.49

F60x15 - 33.36
G60x15 - 35.07
J60x15 - 39.79
L60x1S-41.27

+ Federol Tax 2.16 - 3.92
WE MOUNT ON MAGS FREE

NARROW WHITE • PREMIUM

ii';odwdoim1).7A $

We tlave 2· 13· 14- and 15·inch radials for compact cars priced from 21.50·

'i:;;.~hl~jd
\

.- .

... 2.39
+ 2.56
+ 2.75
+ 2.63
+ 2.81
+ 3.16

NATIONS LARGEST TIRc DEALER

FREE
TEMPLE TERRACE· 7500 E. FOWLER· 988-4144
Free Mounting - Spin P.C"landno • Alignm~nt
9:30 lo 6:30 Mon . thrv Friday
Weit Tampa - 170S Wut Cheitnvt 9:30 to 2:00 Sot. YBOR CITY - 1501 2nd Ave.

. .· .. · t~MPLE TER~ACE
· · LOU.NGE · &·· pA·CKAGE~ ·

beginning

If it rolls - try DUDDY'S FOR TIRES
Saratoga J:ull - 4 Ply Nylon

~
w.

5303 · E. BUSCH BLVD.
·· .

complete service facility including alignment at $~. 95 for mosl
American cars and $11. 95 for most pickups - if you have ride·
problems come in and get an expert opinion at no '1bligc:ition - all
work satisfaction guaranteed or your money c:ieerfully
refunded. We mount on mag wheels and if we break we rep:::ice
- we mount tractor tires and fill with water - (hydroflate). Boat
traile: tires in stock. We mount & stock truck tires.

·

Counter Only

Free Mounting - Spin Balancing

253·0786
8:30 to 5:30 Mon. lhru Fri.
r 8:30 to l :00 Sot.

248·5016
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Busted UP Officer Says
It Was Misunderstanding
Continued from Page 1

However, Morrow said he was
"burned up" by the letter
suspending him from the police
force signed by Prehle, that said
in part "you did unlawfully take,
steal and carry away certain
property (the TV set) (and) you
did with the intent to defraud ...
make a certain check payable to
United Rent-All." Morrow said
the letter didn't even give him
"the benefit of the doubt" but just
assumed he was guilty.
The second part of Prehle's
letter, according to Morrow,
suspended him and mentioned an
additional investigation being
conducted concerning Morrow.
The letter said Morrow was
suspended "since there may be
additional charges brought
against you as a result of our
investigation." Morrow said he
had been unaware UP was investigating him and "didn't know
what the other investigation
could be about. I haven't done
anything."
MORROW DOES not deny his
problems with the law in the past.
"I admit that I've done some
things wrong. Everybody in this
country has done some things
wrong. When I was coming up it
was just that way. It was survival. You go to the grocery store
to get a loaf of bread and you
have to fight your way back to
your family."
·
Tampa police records show
Morrow was arrested· and
received a suspended sentence
for petty larceny in 1959 and
forfeited bond on a 1960 charge of
disturbing the peace. In 1961
Morrow was dismissed from
charges of aggravated assault.
A 50-DA Y suspended sentence was handed to Morrow in
June 1964, on a conviction of
occupying a room for lewd
purposes. In December 1964 he
was sentenced to a 50-day jail
term for trespassing. However,
while working out his sentence on
Tampa city garbage trucks by
day and jail at night Morrow
escaped and was not recaptured
until May 1965, when he was
arrested for assault and battery
and display uf a deadly weapon.
The two charges were dismissed
but 30 days were added to his
previous sentence for the escape.
In October 1965 Morrow
received a 30-day sentence when
found guilty of assault and battery. In December of that year he
was arrested on one count of
assault to commit murder and
one count of assault to commit
murder with robbery. While in
jail awaiting trial Morrow wa~
charged with aggravated assault
against a cellmate who subsequently testified against him in
the m.1rder case. At his trial in
April 1968 Morrow was fgund not
guilty of the two murder counts
and the aggravated assault
brought · by his cellmate was
dismissed.
PHEllLE SAID Morrow was
hired after the Police Standards
Board reviewed his case and
approved his appointment to · UP
in spite of his previous record.
"The first time he applied, we
said we wouldn't hire him. The
st•cond time he had 60 signatures
(references l from citizens and
law enforcement officers,"
Prehle said. He added Morrow's
appointment was approved by
former executive assistant to
Pn•s. Cecil Mackey, Jim Clark.
Bl'fore coming to USF Morrow
was on Tampa's Community
Hl'lations Commission a job he
got ht•t·ause of his work in
Tampa's White Hats. The White
Hats Wt'rt' a group of black gang
lt•adt•rs organized by city leaders
and nt•ditt•d with quelling riots in

Tampa during the summer of
1967 when various other areas of
the country were stricken with
violent ghetto disturbances. As a ,
result of his work in the group,
Morrow was asked to testify
before a Senate Investigating
Committee on riot control, civil
disorder and community affairs.
WHILE IN the Capitol Morrow
worked for two weeks for Sen.
Edward Kennedy who offered
him a permanent job in
Washington,
according
to
Morrow who turned down the
offer to work on the Tampa
commission "where I could do
some good at home."
"The White Hat thing (work
quelling race riots) turned my
life completely around," Morrow
said. "I saw the significance it
did. It gave me a sense of
responsibility. I was somebody. I
wasn't just another person on the
corner or waiting for the pool hall
to open up at 11 in the morning."
UP officers interviewed
yesterday told The Oracle the
arrest of Morrow and resulting
publicity had as one officer put it,
"really hurt the force's morale."
ONE OFFICER SAID "The old
man <Prehle) was right about
morale being down and this
didn't help at all. Things have
been bad for almost two years.
When you (The Oracle) were into
our shit all the time and no one
would make any decisions about
anything or agree to a grievance
policy to shut you up, we hit
bottom--we thought. Now just as
things were starting to pick back
up, this hits."
A black officer who asked not to
be identified said The Oracle
criticism and Morrow's arrest
were "just part of it, man. The
black officers been having it bad
for a long time. We used to have
nine blacks on the force, now we
have five and some of them are
probably looking for other jobs.
Hell lots of the white officers are
looking around too."
Officers interviewed pointed to
indecisive leadership as contributing to poor morale. "Man,
no one over there will make a
decision unless they check with
Prehle. Most of the older officers
are just waiting out their pension,
Working one year at a time. (Lt.
Charles) Wilson don't say 'boo'
unless Prehle has okayed it
first."
disgruntled
officer
One
claimed there "have been times
things were so bad, we had a fist
fight in the lockerroom. One day
a gun was drawn but you'll never
get anyone to admit it. Talk to
(Officer Bobl Berkler, man."

A white officer agreed there
had been racial disagreements
but said the "racial tensions are
mainly between individuals and
working relations have a Jot to do
with it. At least eight to 10 officers have applications pending
or have submitted them already.
We've lost a bunch in the past
year already. But the higher
echelon could give a damn."
Some officers approached were
hesitant to speak if their names
were used but one said
"something's got to be done, it
can't go on like this. I'm at a point
where I just go in and put in my
eight hours and come home.
That's all it is, a job."
A BLACK officer said a lot of
the racial dissatisfaction came
from "whites getting all the
promotions. When Officer Ralph
Dennis' stripe was up, everyone
thought Smitty <Officer John
Smith) should get it, he had
exceptional ratings, was an
outstanding dude, but then
<Officer Anthony) Wall got
promoted. Well, all the black
officers on duty that day went in
to see the man (Prehle> and he
said that before we said anything
he wanted us to know that anyone
who didn't like it here (UP) knew
where the door was. Hell, we got
a grievance and he's telling us to
hit the road before we can even
talk to him about it. No one over
there will listen to a man."
UP Corporal Ralph Dennis
disagrees with a charge by a
black officer that the USF
chapter of the Federation of
Police <FOP) was racist. "That's
a crock of shit and you can quote
me. Lodge 96 will accept any
police officer if he is voted on and
accepted. All he has to do is
submit an application. Because
the Tampa lodge has had some
tensions everyone out here expected that our lodge would be
the same. We accept anyone. We
had a charter member who was
black but he quit. I think it was
from outside pressure. We've
asked some blacks to join and
some officers from other chapters. We're not a campus lodge,
we only meet there for convenience. Right now only UP
officers are members but we
want members from all northeast
Hillsborough County.''
Another officer interviewed
would not discuss morale or
answer any questions but did
have a few queries of his own he
wanted "passed on to Mackey.
What happened to the list · of
_suggestions turned in to Chief
Prehle and Wilson from the officers? Did Mackey ever see it?
·Why hasn't anyone acted on
them?" The officer said the
suggestions all dealt with
"community relations."

....--18-Year Residency Forms--Eighteen-year-olds cannot be considered residents
of Florida until one year
after they have filed an
intent
to
establish
domicile, according to an

opinion by State Attorney
General Robert Shevin.
The form of intent can be
filled out in the Registrar's
office.
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8 TRACK TAPES $3.75
1 DAY SERVICE ON REPAIRS

NORTHSIDE S-TEREO
14524% N. Nebraska
977-1159
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"THE HAIRE"
COMPLETE MEN'S HAIRSTYLING
(SERVICES OFFERED)

TV, RADIO, STEREO

SPECIALI ZED TYPIST
I BM CORRECT ING Selectric , carbon
Greek symbols . All types of work and
styles. 5 min. from USF. N'ina Schiro, 11110
N. 22nd St .. 971-2139 . If no answer, 235-3261.

VIDEO
TAPE
must
sacrifice .
WESTING HOUSE l inch video tape
recorder with 4 channel MUL Tl-TRACK
sound control unit . Excellent working
condition with 1 reel MEMOREX 1 inch
video tape . 5300 . 626-3596 before 2 p .m.

LESSONS - Guitar, S·Slring Ban jo. Private
lessons by qualified Instructors . Guita r
rental available . Grissett Music, Ph. 988·
1419.

SPANISH CREDENZ A AM-FM STEREO
GARRARD CHANGER , 20 watts per
channel RMS --$200 . Call 886-1338 after 5
p. m.

ribbon, pica or elite. Type changes and

1

HITACHI 8-track car stereo . 6 months old.
Best offer . Call Jon. 974-6477 in Theta ,
room 106.

PROFESS IONAL TYPIST --TURABI AN ,
USF , APA, etc. style manuals .
I BM
SELECTRI C with type changes & Greek
symbols . 5 min. from USF--971 -6041 after 6
p.m .

AKAi X200D Reel -lo-reel tape deck, auto.
reverse, amplifier cable. Also 60 4.-6 hour
tapes. $450 .00 . Call 971-8657 .

EXTRAOR DINARY TYPIST
s+ Years of Quality term papers·
d issert a ti on s -sta tis I ica I data -thesis··
Turabian-U SF-Campbe ll-·I BM Selectric,
carbon ribbon, 4 type styles, picaR EF ERE N CES on request. Call Gloria
884-1969

KLH LOUDSPE AKER 5 yr. warranty.
excellent condition . Call Tom, 988-2002
10502 N. 53rd . SI. Temple Terrace.
NEW Arvin Stereo component s with stand
and tapes. Or iginal price $232. Will take
$12S . Call 626-1314.

CANOE RENTALS
By Day or Week
Call 935-0018 or 935-1476

NEW Complete Thorens Turntables ; in·
eludes ba se , dust and cart $199 .95 Stereo
World 988-7059.

Free School ages 5 lo 10 yrs.
Humanistic Approach
Perceptual Motor Training
Flexible Le ngth of Day
Patricia Moll
Ph. 238-3814

(

HELP WANTED

(

)

COOKS AND WAITRESS ES WANTED .
Good pay and free pizza.
Apply Pizza Hut in Temple Terrace.

MEN or women wanted for permanent part.
time employme nt taking inventory in
drug, grocery and variety stores. Reply
RGIS Inventory specialists. Phone 879·
3876.

CL.E~K-Typist

good with figures. Starting
salary $90 a week. All company benefits .
Call 877-5353 for appointme nt.

EXTRA

cash · <work

today-pay

today)

guaranteed work, work when you want as

long as you want . Seven days a week .
Apply ready to work. MANPOW ER 1919
E . Busch Blvd .. 416 W. Kennedy. Hrs . 6
a.m. - 6 p.m. ·

(

FOR SALE

)

FREE Baby Crib. Call 988-2481.
1 TWIN box spring & mattress; no legs, also
spread . Clean . $12 .00 971-6219.
RALEIGH Super Course, coffee brown,
white nylon lenders, 12v6w generator, toe
clips, bookrack, less than 1 yr. old. $150 or
best offer. Call 971-1092 nights.
BE AU Tl FU L Flowers for a II occasions for
• best results, call : Thompson' s Flower &
Gift Shop 2319 W. Linebaugh Ave. 935-8263.
MODELL -PTD-- T e lephone Answering
Machine Reconditio ned $125.00 Al5o 440
Co<k!-0 . Phone with call back . Will trade.
Call 626-1314.
I TH IS is your LEVI store. We have denim &
corduroys in regulars & Bells . Also boots,
s hirt s & western hats . Only 10 min. from
campus.
Bermax Western Wear 8702
Nebraska.

)

REAL ESTATE

20 ACRES near 1-75 and Hernando Pasco
College site. Scenic hill top view. Isolated.
$80,000. R . E . Batten, Rt. 1, Box 429, Dade
City , Fla. Phone Brooksville 904 796-4835 .
TOWNHOU SE like new near Univ. 3
bedroom reasonably priced for quick sate.
988-2680 or 971 -5528.

(

AN ALTERNATIVE

-

LA M AK CB A

LOST & FOUND )

DOS.

FOUND : Ring in indoor USF pool. Contact
Mr . Wright at pool 9-12 Tuesday and
Thursday. 9.4 Monday and Wedn_e sday .

(

)

PERSONAL

UNITE

with

Leninist!

Red

Star

La Manc ha Dos was desig ned as an
altern ative for stude nts with no taste for
dorm itory rooms but witho ut the budge t to
afford high rates of most conve ntiona l
apart ments either

Cadre···Ma rxist-

University chapter.

Sincere

progressiv e people to disseminat e MaoTse Tung -thought . Call 932-5889.

NEED A
SUMME R JOB?

1968 OPEL RALL YE. Current inspection
sticker; will take best offer. Asking $495.
Call after 5 p.m. 986-1S47

*

'65 BEIGE VW tor sale. Good condition.
Radio. Call on Tues . & Fri. at_ter s p. m . or
on Wed. & Thurs. after 10 p.m . 971-5469.

*WALK TO USF

$72 -$90.00 per month. That should be less
than even a dormito ry .

LOW COST

We are located I block from USF. You
don't'nee d a car to get to classes if you
live at La Mancha Dos.

68 OLDS CUTLASS CONVERT. New tires,
batt., brakes. $800 or best offer. Call 988·
2347 aUer 5 p.m . MUST SELL .
1961 MERCURY METEOR , good condition,
5200. Ph . 985-1289 alter 5:30 p. m.

(

LEGAL Assistant Junior-Sen ior.
3.0 or
netter. part-time, mornings. Call 872-8424 .
ARTIST-"s tudent" 10-15 hrs. per week .
Experience necessary ( 1l silk screening
(2) Lino-scribe (3) layouts. Preferably
CWSP but not necessary . Contact Richard
Aller SEAC Ctr. 226 or 974-2637 .

)

AUTOMOTIVE

(

Specializing in Shags, Gypsies, and Boy cuts for women.
Ph. 971-6375
2505 Skipper Rd.
9-5:30 daily Thurs.. & Fri. til 9 p.m. closed Weds.

FOR RENT

)

Bedroo m-stud y to yourself . Sleep when
you want, study when· you want, decorate
and use as you want.

READ ORACLE
CLASSI FIED ADS!

-t

ONE BEDROOM APTS .. fully furnished ,
carpeted, AC . 5140 .00 and $145.00 mo.
Terrace Apartment s, Skipper Rd . Call
· ·a fter 5:30 p.m . 971-4179.
NEW 2 BR lux apts. Central A-H, WW
carpets, dishwasher , disposal , kids & pets
OK . $160-unf , $180-fur. Liberal Landlord
(stude nt). Call Bess Carter Assoc. or
Angela Brantley Assoc. Ann Davis Reg .
R.E. Broker. 932-4308.
LA MANCHA DOS APARTME NTS. $72-90
per month. One block from campus, off
Fletcher on 42nd Street. 971-0100.

APTS. & HOUSES
TO SHARE
FEMALE Roommate needed to share 2 bdr.
furnished duplex.
$70 a month plus
utilitie s. Call Alice 974-2365. After 5 988·
7603.
FEMALE wanted to share duplex 3 blocks
from Us F . Occupy in Sept .. $70 a month
plus util . 13113 23rd Street. Call 971-4123 to

see.

27 YR . OLD VET wishes to share house . Has
own furn .. prefers older students & house
in country . Barry Stinson, 4457 First Ave.
N.. SI . Pete. 33713 or call 344-2169.

(

MOBU HOMES )

DONA TE ON A REGULAR BLOOD PLASM A
PROG RAM AND RECEIVE UP TO $40 A MONT H

·t:f. PLUSHN ESS

Thick shag carpet wall- · to-wall, classy Barcelona-s tyle furniture , luxury accomod ations
througho ut.

*SOCIA L LIF ..6:

Planned parties at least nnce a month, grills
for barbecu ing in each courtyar d, all
resident s young and single.
By next fall there will be 'two
recreatio n building s, 3 pools , sauna,
.bi 11 i a rd s, exercise rooms, tennis,
basketba ll, volleyba ll, pingpon g, color
T. V. lounges ,
meditat ion room.
Trees,
flower s, shrubbe ry
beauty outside. A place where the
outdoors can bl' enjoyed.

i:l RECREA TION
NEBRASKA AT FOWLER
971-0007

HOT
CONNECTIONS·

'f;(BEAU TY

Reservations are now being accepted for. next fall.
COLOR

X

PLUS

SECOND ADULT IDT

Specific apts. reserved on a 1st come - 1st serve basis.

Midn ight StJow s
Fri. & Sat. Cont.
Show s from 11 :45

LA MA NC HA DO S AP TS
1 Block from USF on 42nd St.
Phon e 971-0 100

... ... ... ... ... ... ..

12x52 MOBILE HOME . 2 bedrooms. $500.00
and take over payments Of $73.81. Set up 3
miles from USF. Call 977-5287.
12X60 mobile home, 2 bedroom , central heat
& air, 10 minutes from USF in adult park,
$4900, or small down payment and assume
$97 per month. Call 949-2095 .

Fully equippe d ·all-ele ctric kitche n;
separate dining room, spa·ciou s living
room two full bathroo ms, patios
o.verloo king beautifu l
courtyar ds.

ROOMIN ESS

.

TON IGHT

thru

SUNDAY

BRING STUDE NT ID OR THIS AD
AND RECEIVE A BONU S WITH YOUR FIRST
DONA TION

PRESENTS

SU N CO UN TR Y

HYLA ND DON OR.C ENTE R
238 W. Kenn edy Blvd.
Tampa, Fla 33602
appoin tment availab le to fit your class schedu le
call 253-2B44
Monda y throug h Friday

7.: 1:1to2 PM

..

3300 S. Dale Mabr y
Tamp a , Florid a

Now open 7 nigh ts a wee k
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Rice Files An sw er To Charges
HY S.\:\DIL\ \\'HIGHT

Oracle Staff \\'riter

Language-Lite rature Dean
Philip Rice has filed an answer to
assault and battery charges
lodged against him by former
USF student, George MartinTrigona. In his answer, Rice
"attacked" a portion of the
charge calling for " relief of

.s lander damages." according to
l\lartin-Trigona 's attorney , Allan
Kerben .
l\lartin-Trigona charged Rice
with assault and battery. false
arrest. and defamation of
character in connection with an
incident last January when
l\lartin -Trigona was allegedly
"thrown out" of Rice's office.
Tl' ESIH Y. Kerben said Rice's

reply had " a ttacked" Martinof
defamation
Trigona 's
character all egations.
"He l Rice l has filed an a nswer. attacking without merit . I
feel. one portion of the suit."
Kerben said. "He attacked that
portion seeking relief of slander
damages."
Kerben said the rest of Rice's
answer was mainly "an in-

Ready For Qtr. I Impleme ntation

New Pay Prog ram For Vets
The Veterans' Administration
<VAl has instituted a new
advance
called
program
payment, which will be implemented by USF Quarter 1.
Advance payment is designed
to allow USF students eligible for
VA educational benefits to
receive their first check through
the school four weeks prior to the
beginning of classes.
The chPcks are payment for
part of September and all of
October, and can be picked up in
the Cashier's Office <ADM 106)
as early as August 27. Proof of
USF acceptance or registration

for Quarter 1 will be needed to
pick up the checks. However
USF's Cashier's Office will not be
able to cash the checks.
To take advantage of the new
program , eligible continuing
students or new students with VA
Certificates of Eligibility should
immediately request advance
payment through the veteran's
section of the Registrar's Office
<ADM 273).
New students without Certificates of Eligibility should
make the requests directly to the
VA office in St. Petersburg.

Two points which should be
considered before advance
payment requests are made are:
I l that the check following the
advance payment check will be in
November and 2l that people not
requesting advance payment
must wait six to eight weeks after
the start of classes for their first
check .
Students with questions concerning advance payment should
contact Mike Kiefer, Veteran's
Advisor, in UC 217 or phone
<2615') between noon and 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

terrogatory" concerning various
aspects of the case and charges.
Kerben said this was done to
"find out background dealing
with the case."
"ONCE AN answer is filed,
conceivably the case is at issue,
which means it can be brought to
court," Kerben said. " However,
there is usually a period of
discovery on both sides ."
University General Counsel
Larry Robinson, representing
Hice in the case, would offer no
comment on the issue . "I will not

discuss pending litigeition with
anyone," he said.
A court date has been set for
" late August" Kerben said, but
noted it may only cover
" technical motions ." He said a
judge at this time will rule on the
·
merit of Rice's answer.
"The judge will decide if what
they are saying is with merit ,"
said
He
said .
Kerben
technicalities often account for a
lengthy delay in court action
involving civil cases such as this
one .

under new management

DANTE'S INFERNO
2803 Busch Blvd.
Proudly Presents

CENTRAL PARK AND COMPANY
One of the hottest groups in central Florida
featuring that dynamite lead singer

DANNY
Nightly Entertainmen t

Tues.- Sun.

Unescorted Ladies drinks 112 price at bar

Live With Us
Freedom to visit with friends is only one of the mce things you'll like when you
live at <nu place. You'll be pretty much on your own to to live the way you like
when you live with us. So ... make the right move.

Come to where the living is eas~y.

6Fo~an~~ll
4200 Fletcher Avenue, Ta~_ipa, Florida 33612 P110ne t~l3) 971-9550
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